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Kagamimochi - a
traditional,
auspicious New
Years decoration

The Reiho Fuji is a bimonthly
publication produced by the
Coordinator for International
Relations at Fujiyoshida
City Hall. Please feel free to
share your feedback, comments,
contributions & suggestions.
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Kadomatsu- another
traditional New Year
decoration made of
pine, bamboo and
sprigs of cherry
blossom meant to
welcome kami or
“gods” of harvest.
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“Akemashite omedetou gozaimasu”
a traditional Japanese New Year
greeting often printed on
nengajyō or New Year
greeting cards.
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Hanetsuki - a traditional New Year’s game
resembling badminton

An
absolute
must during
the New Year is
feasting on yummy
traditional New Years
food called osechi
Neatly packed into
gridded boxes that
are speciﬁcally meant
for this purpose, each
dish is believed to have
unique beneﬁts, and
eating this type of fresh,
hand-made food at the
beginning of the new year
is said to have lasting eﬀects.
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SANTA CLAUS CAME TO TOWN
IAD Winter Party a fun-filled success

UPDATES from IADFUJI
・Free Japanese classes offered on
Tuesday mornings (10:00-11:30) &
Wednesday & Friday evenings (7:30-9:30)
・Recruiting host families for members of
of the Colorado Springs Youth Symphony
in mid-June (6/13-6/16)
・Accepting applications for International
Friendship Association

Santa’s grand entrance

card-making station

Every year, the International Aﬀairs Desk hosts a
Christmas-themed party for local families and
children. This year, with the help of our amazing
volunteers, we put together a fun-ﬁlled event with
several activity stations including Christmas
cookie-decorating and card-making, bowling and
more. Saint Nick himself made a surprise
appearance and handed out presents and posed
for pictures. Children collected stickers in their
“party passports” and pasted a polaroid picture
taken with Santa in it as a souvenir. We were so
pleased to see so much enthusiasm. Even those of
us who could not be in our home countries for
Christmas revelled in the holiday spirit!

cookie-decorating station

・English conversation class underway on
Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
・English homepage construction brie�ly on
hold due to server error
・IAD location remains the same despite
new building and construction at city hall
Contact the International Affairs Desk
(+81) 0555-24-1236
iadfuji@city.fujiyoshida.lg.jp

fujiyoshida_iad
www.facebook.com/iadFUJI

http://www.city.fujiyoshida.yamanashi.jp/
div/english/html/index.html

IADFUJI SPENDS HOLIDAYS AT HOIKUEN
There is nothing more candid than a child’s joy and laughter. We were graced with so many
wonderful smiles and heard so much laughter this holiday season thanks to our hoikuen
holiday program. IAD had the opportunity to visit seven of Fujiyoshida’s local hoikuen or
preschools and spend the morning introducing Christmas, and teaching little bits of English
while playing games and making crafts. This year’s program included an interactive
Christmas quiz, a reindeer relay and a handprint Christmas tree. We were able to focus on
Christmas vocabulary during the quiz, action verbs during the reindeer relay and colors while
making the handprint Christmas tree. Our personal friend Santa even sent along goodie bags
(needless to say they were accepted with glee). Each preschool had a diﬀerent atmosphere
but we felt the same excitement and fascination at each school. We are so grateful for each
Visit the IAD Facebook page to view more pictures!
preschool for allowing us to share this experience with them!

InstaFUJI Favorites

Happy New Year from the Editor!

Has anyone else noticed that the older you get, the faster time �lies? This past year
came and went in the blink of eye and I am constantly awed by how many things can
change in such a short period of time. This time last year I was contemplating graduate
school and working as a Montessori preschool teacher in downtown Minneapolis, MN
(USA). You may be wondering how I could possibly complain about the cold here in
Fujiyoshida when the current temperature in Minneapolis, according to my smart
(er-than-me)phone, is -21 degrees celcius. The answer is simple, I like to complain. I
digress. My point is that there is no telling where life will lead us. A series of
unforeseeable events led me here and a series of unforeseeable events will impact my
time here and eventually lead me on my next adventure.
I’ve now been in Fujiyoshida for half a year. During my time here I’ve been
welcomed into many homes and have been touched by the kindness and hospitality of
many local families and individuals. As the ultimate goal of my job is to facilitate
cross-cultural understanding and bridge the perceived cultural and linguistic gaps
between the local and international communities, I am grateful to have personally
known this type of warmth. I face my �irst New Year in Fujiyoshida with tremendous
gratitude and adoration for the local community.
2014 will be a year of tremendous cultural exchange and global interaction through
such events as the Sochi Winter Olympics and the Rio World Cup. On a local level, 2014
will mean unprecedented international foot traf�ic as we face our second climbing
season following Mt. Fuji’s inscription as a UNESCO World Cultural Heritage Site. I
eagerly await the demands of a global 2014 on a local and international level and look
forward to bringing you tales of the triumphs and tribulations of yet another
transformative year at the base of magni�icent Mt. Fuji.

#

Yumi Matson, Coordinator for International Relations, Fujiyoshida City Hall

fujiyoshida & the world
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fujiyoshida´s international community
a look at the �igures

Fujiyoshida City has
a population of
approximately
56,000 people
As of October 2013,
there are 510
foreign residents
from 25 diﬃerent
countries
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Project

A L T ernative Community

what: Bringing our ALT community closer to our local community through fun,
cultural activities and exchanges. (Despite the title this is not at all
limited to ALTs. All members of the international community are welcome)
why: In Japanese, the term “mottainai” means “wasteful.” We have such a
wealth of diversity in our small city we believe that it is “mottainai,”a
waste, not to take full advantage of every opportunity for cultural exchange.
Our hope is to facilitate greater cross-cultural communication.
when: We kicked oﬀ our ﬁrst oﬃcial events at the end of November and hope
to continue implementing at least one event per month. Please keep your
eye out for event invitations via Facebook!

FEATURED EVENT ほうとう作り 11/26

ALTs try their hand at making local specialty: hōtō
Hōtō was featured in the Nov-Dec edition of the Reiho as a local
specialty. Our ﬁrst “ALTernative Community” event was held at
Maisan-chi Guesthouse & Café (pg. 4) where Mai Shirasu & her elder
sister Aya taught some of our awesome local English teachers how to
make this delicious noodle dish from scratch. We chopped vegetables,
stewed broth and even mixed, kneaded and cut our own noodles from
handmade dough. Mai attended a cooking class just to learn the
proper technique and even provided us with little booklets printed in both Japanese and
English with ingredients and instructions. Delicious local cuisine, cultural exposure and
bonding, so thankful for friendly members of the local community who are equally
committed to bridging cultural gaps and making new friends!

ALTCORNER

ALTs hard at work getting assistance from Mai & Aya Shirasu

Local ALT Nate Smith cuts and arranges hoto noodles

local friendly faces of english education

Ivan Gallardo (23) is a graduate of Michigan State University with a degree in Computer
Engineering. He has been in Fujiyoshida for just under a year and teaches at Shimoyoshida Junior
High School. His approach to teaching is simple: “If you try your best, it’ s already perfect to me.” He
coyly admits that this may contribute to his reputation as a lenient grader. When asked about his
favorite aspect of teaching English in Japan he responded that he loves when his students come to
him wanting to talk about shared interests whether it be video games, anime or music. “Its the same
with the teachers I work with,” he says, “I’m just glad they want to talk to me.”
Ivan is originally from Saline, Michigan, USA, and claims that though he is unsure of how long he
will be in Fujiyoshida, he intends to stay in Japan forever. His interest in Japan began as a child and
continued into his adult life through his love of anime, manga, cosplay, fashion and the Japanese
language. He studied for a short time in Shiga prefecture in the summer of 2012 prior to moving to
Fujiyoshida. Though he undoubtedly loves living and learning in Japan, Ivan expresses some
frustration with his own language barrier. “I hate that I can’t express myself in Japanese as well as I
want. I’ d love to talk about things in more detail.”
An avid gamer, mixer, singer, anime watcher, manga reader, cosplayer and cook, Ivan wowed us
with his range of talents and interests. “If something is interesting to me, I always give it a shot,”he
claims. Ivan’s willingness to try new things makes him exceptionally suited for life in Japan and a
wonderful role model for the students in his care. Thank you Ivan for sharing your experience with
iadFUJI! We look forward to seeing future contributions from Ivan (Ivan’s Cooking Corner perhaps?!)

innovative initiatives
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young, restless, rural
the future of local civil service

“Where are all the young people?” A question
becoming more and more common amongst those
who travel to rural Japan. They could certainly be
talking about the scarcity of children, as the
declining birth rate in Japan has made headlines
both here and abroad, but many may also be
referring to the visible lack of young adults and, in
particular, young professionals.
The recent economic downturn and job
shortage in Japan has made it increasingly diﬃcult
for young people to ﬁnd work, let alone secure
and advance professional careers. This may
particularly be the case in more rural communities
like ours where job markets were never very
extensive to begin with. It has over time become
common practice for young people to seek jobs in
large cities where the likelihood of ﬁnding work is
greater.
The concentration of young adults in large cities
certainly has more to it than employment
o p p o r t u n i ti e s . I t a l s o h a s t o d o w i t h t h e
concentration of industries and entertainment
geared toward the young adult demographic. The
appeal of “big city, bright lights” is particularly
pervasive in Japan’s urban centers where the
bright lights seem even brighter.

Inside the Wakate Project

by Keigo Arai
Hello, everyone. Today, I would
like to introduce our project to
you. This project that takes place
in city hall among people in their
20´s and 30´s! Before giving
details, I will give you a
self-introduction whether you
want to hear it or not. HAHAHA!
Keigo Arai is my name and
everyone calls me Keigoman or
Keigo (you may also know me as Fuji-san from the
Fire Festival). I started my career as a public
employee at Fujiyoshida City Hall seven years ago.
Now, I am going on my eighth year in the Keio
Cooperative Town Renovation Promotion Division.
Why Keio University? Actually, we oﬃcially
teamed up with Keio University ﬁve years ago.
From then on, Fujiyoshida has become a place for
trial and error in research and ﬁeldwork. We
accept a bunch of students, teachers, and
researchers with innovative ideas that they want
to try. My job is to hear what they want to do and
introduce, guide, and coordinate them with the

Despite this overwhelming trend of migration, I
have been taken by the number of young people
I’ve encountered and had an opportunity to work
with in my short time here. Admittedly, mine may
be a unique experience. It is not uncommon for
visitors to our division in city hall to be surprised
by and comment on our youth. In a division made
up of six full-time, salaried employees, and one
temporary employee, four of us are in our
twenties, one in their thirties, and the remaining
two in their forties. We may perhaps be, if
averaged, one of the youngest divisions in city hall.
Of those of us in our twenties and thirties, three
are members of what is called the Wakate Project.
The term wakate literally translates as “young
hand” and refers to the promising, up-and-coming
young employees of city hall. This project was
developed and implemented last year in an eﬀort
to revitalize the city in much of the same way as
the Keio Cooperative Town Renovation Promotion
Division was. The goal is to discuss pressing
concerns in the city and come up with fresh, new,
innovative solutions.
Four primary concerns were identiﬁed and
subgroups or teams were created to tackle each in
depth. There are currently twenty-six members
divided into four teams. Employees either apply

local area, local people... oh it is
a loooong story, I will put the
long story of my work aside.
Finally, we can talk about the
project! At city hall, people in
their 20´s and 30´s organized a
group called the “Wakate
Project” where we research ways
of solving problems in
Fujiyoshida. Our current
challenges are how to stop the decline of people
living in Fujiyoshida, how to get more people to
visit Fujiyoshida, how to earn bread and thrive in
Fujiyoshida and how to readdress past issues.
We also throw a talk event every month. We
invite a guest speaker who specializes in a speciﬁc
theme or point of interest. After that, we discuss
the theme as a group. This type of event is held for
two reasons. One is that great output comes from
great input. We should always strive for more and
more input. Two is communication. In city hall
there are actually very few opportunities to get to
know people in other divisions.

Maisan-chi Guesthouse & Café

on their own or are recommended by their kachō
or division head. There aren’t particularly strict
qualiﬁcations but members must be either in their
twenties or thirties and must demonstrate
practical, logical and critical thinking skills.
Aware of Japan’s long history of bureaucracy,
and its value system that has been greatly
impacted by Confucian principles of social
hierarchy, I was intrigued and excited by the
existence of such a project. Never did I expect
there to be such a progressive initiative in a white
collar workplace that tends to follow traditional
patterns of seniority and patriarchy. It seems that
even in our small corner of the earth something is
stirring and the winds of change are blowing ever
so slightly in our sleepy city.
a “talk event” hosted by the Wakate Project

This March our plans are going to be formally
unveiled. We will have a presentation in front of
board members and submit it to them. There are
few opportunities to suggest new ideas in city hall
for us so this is a valuable opportunity to tell them
about young employees’ thoughts even if it is not
actually applied or implemented.
This presentation is not open to the public,
however we are planning another talk event. The
theme might be “textiles” because, Fujiyoshida is
r e n o w n e d f o r t e x ti l e p r o d u c ti o n i n J a p a n ,
especially ties. Have you heard about this? Even
local people are forgetting about our city´s
features and assets. I want us to think about our
strengths again. I´m sure this would be a great
beacon of light and source of hope for Fujiyoshida.
Information will be available via the Fujiyoshida
Oﬃcial Facebook. I´d love to see you there!!
Contact : keigoar…. oops!
This is my private E-mail. HAHAHA!!
renkei@city.fujiyoshida.lg.jp

Authentic Local {o・mo・te・na・shi}

Meet Mai Shirasu, 29 year-old Fujiyoshida native and owner of
Maisan-chi Guesthouse & Café. Mai is a graduate of University of Idaho
where she majored in Theater Arts with an emphasis in Stage Design.
Upon graduation she returned to Japan where she worked in Tokyo at a
jewelry shop to gain work experience in the service industry. Having been
attracted to the Korean language since girlhood after watching a TV
drama entitled “Friends,” Mai was soon drawn abroad once more, this
time to neighboring Korea. There she stayed, studied, and communed
with peers in a guesthouse where she gained invaluable experience in
communication and community-building. This experience deeply
impacted her and inspired her to provide a similar type of communal
space for cross-cultural exchange. After completing her studies in Korea,
Mai returned to Fujiyoshida to build upon this vision.
Maisan-chi Guesthouse and Café is nestled in the quiet, Shimoyoshida area of Fujiyoshida.
Her storefront opens onto a quiet street which, if traveled directly south (toward Mt. Fuji), leads
directly to Mt. Fuji station. With ten-person max capacity, dorm-style accommodations, a
traditional zashiki (tatami mat) dining area and communal kitchen, Mai’s guesthouse aims to
capture the intimate, rustic atmosphere of a traditional Japanese household. Her vision for this
space is to oﬀer a home away from home for people who are not from the area. She welcomes
weary travelers and locals alike. She also aspires to establish regular culture classes and
collaborative projects between the local and international communities. Recently she helped
organize and host a hōtō-making event for some of our local ALTs (pg. 3) and hopes to work in
conjunction with iadFUJI to plan similar events in the future.
Mai is the owner, manager and sole-employee of her establishment and works tirelessly to
promote her vision of grassroots cultural exchange. She is truly an innovator and inspiration.

Maisan-chi Guesthouse & Café
LOCATION:
4-6-46, Shimoyoshida
Fujiyoshida, Yamanashi
JAPAN 403-0004

HOURS of OPERATION:
11:30-5:30
PARKING:
Available

ACCOMMODATION:
Dorm Style: ￥2300
Private 1: ￥3500
Private 2: ￥5000

CAFĒ (Closed on Mon):
Drinks: ￥250
Waf�les: ￥620 // ￥450
Anmitsu: ￥280~￥530
Sweet Sake: ￥320
Curry(lunch): ￥500

www.maisan-chi.jimdo.com

blurbs & babble
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by Nate Smith

Chocolate

^

FEBREWERY
“Hoppy Goodness in Japan”

Rules of Attraction
Japanese Valentine´s Day

*Disclaimer: As much as I would love to take credit, the
following chocoloate rules are real

Rule #1

Chocolate is the only candy gifted on Valentines Day

Rule #2
Chocoloate is always gifted from females to males on
Valentines Day. Males have an opportunity to return the
favor on “White Day” part two of Valentine’s Day held on
March 14th. There are no chocolate rules for White Day.
If you’re a big beer guy like myself, when you came to Japan you
must have been wondering, “Where is all the good beer at?” While
there are plenty of macro brews to keep your whistle wet during the
year, it seems as if there is a serious lack of variety in the taste
department when you browse the selections at your local
convenience and grocery stores. When Asahi, Kirin Ichiban Shibori,
and Sapporo are not enough, there is a way for you.
The craft brew market is on the rise in Japan and the selection of
fancy porters, IPA’s, red ales, and cask ales (hand-pumped ales) has
really been sky-rocketing in the past few years. While the availability
of these beers is not exactly convenient, there are a number of
small, independent brewers who are making a place for themselves
in this country. Beer festivals are popping up more frequently, and
the interest in diﬀerent bottled up tastes and styles from around the
world is starting to bubble up. One place right here in Kofu,
Yamanashi, is bringing you these great styles and mastering the ﬁne
craft of creating a ﬁne brew just for you.
Outsider Brewing, established only a short time ago back in 2012,
provides an excellent selection of in-house brews year-round. They
usually keep around 6 diﬀerent types of beers on tap and, as the
seasons change, they change out a few to keep their variety fresh
and exciting to keep you coming back for more. A few of their beers
include: Innkeeper Bitter Lager (6%ABV), Drunk Monk Triple
(8%ABV), The Dark Side Imperial Stout (8%ABV), and Flanders
Belgian White (5%ABV.) Drinks usually go for around 500-550yen for
a 300ml glass and between 800-900yen for a 500ml glass.
Outsider Brewing has its
own brewpub in Kofu called
Hops & Herbs. Here, you
can try their beers as well as
a nice menu ﬁlled with
Japanese, German, and
American-style foods. A few
of the items on their menu
include: Sweet Honey Pizza
(1,100yen), HELL Chicken
(600yen), Fujizakura Pork
Sausage Set (2,100yen), and
Spicy Potato Salad (450yen)
Their location near Kofu
station has a relaxed non-smoking atmosphere with table, bar, and
standing seats available. They accept payment by cash and by credit
card and they also cater to parties with their party room in the back.
Reservations are available by telephone at 055-225-2012.
For more information regarding
directions, a more detailed menu,
and more, please visit their website
at: http://outsiderbrewing.jp
Hours:
Weekdays
Sat/Sun/Holidays

17:00-24:00
12:00-24:00

photos provided by Nate Smith

Rule #3
You must categorize your chocolate
・本命チョコ honmeichoko (Heart’ s Desire Chocolate)
→ gifted to love interests & lovers
・友チョコ tomochoko (Friend Chocolate)
→ gifted to friends
・義理チョコ girichoko (Obligatory Chocolate)
→ gifted to bosses & coworkers
・ファミチョコ famichoko (Family Chocolate)
→ gifted to family members
・自分チョコ jibunchoko (Self Chocolate)
→ gifted to self

coming of age day

Flocks of girls in furisode
kimonos. A sight
becoming far less
frequent in modern
Japan, the leader in
u r b a n , c u tti n g - e d g e
street fashion and
trending. There is,
however, one day a year
when one can expect to
behold a spectacle of
fancy fabrics and
elegant obis as twenty year-old women across the country don
kimonos on their Coming of Age Day. Coming of Age Day or Seijin no
Hi, is a tradition allegedly dating as far back as 714 AD when princes
would change wardrobes and hairstyles to mark their transition into
adulthood. Established as an oﬃcial holiday in the 1950’s and held
annually on the second Monday of January, young men and women
with twentieth birthdays lying between April 2nd of the previous
year and April 1nd of the coming year celebrate their transition into
adulthood through ceremonies held at their local municipal oﬃce
and parties held by family and friends.
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Hatsumōde in Fujiyoshida

Kitaguchi Hongu Fuji Sengen Shrine
Mt. Fuji worshippers or Fujiko religious
practitioners historically came to this shrine
to purify prior to their pilgrimages. The
historic entrance to this pilgrimage route
remains and can still be ascended to the summit

Honden - The Main Structure
There are three gods enshrined in
the main sanctum.
1. Goddess Konohanasakuya-hime
2. Hikoho no Ninigi no Mikoto (her husband)
3. Oyamazumi no Mikoto (her father)

large wooden
torii gate
“ootorii”
at shrine
entrance

Goshinboku - Ancient Sacred Trees
These trees are over 1000 years
old and measure about 23m in girth.

Lare
The New Year bell chimes across Japan as the nation
collectively rejoices the coming of a brand new year.The end of the
year is an important period of reﬂection as we prepare to leave
behind regrets, mishaps, and mistakes and move forward with hope
and ambition. In this light, the coming of the new year is a valuable
chance at a fresh start and many families ﬂock to local (or not so local)
shrines to pray for a happy, healthy, successful start to the coming
year. This ﬁrst shrine visitation of the year is called hatsumōde.
Kitaguchi Hongu Fuji Sengen Shrine is the historic and
spiritual entrance to the Yoshidaguchi Trail which remains to this day
Mt. Fuji’s most frequented ascending route commanding over
300,000 climbers during the 2013 climbing season. Inscribed
alongside Mt. Fuji as a UNESCO World Cultural Heritage Site in June,
the shrine received extensive media attention this New Year season.
Many local families will hatsumōde at Kitaguchi Hongu Fuji Sengen
Shrine this year, particularly those who venerate Mt. Fuji and the
surrounding environment.

ACCESS:
By Foot: 25 min. from Mt. Fuji station.
Follow Route 137 from station
directly south toward Mt. Fuji
By Bus: Take bus toward Yamanakako
and disembark at Kitaguchi
Hongu Fuji Sengen Shrine.
For more information visit:
http://sengenjinja.jp/english/

Kaguraden - Performance Stage
A kagura hall is a space found at
shrines devoted to god-appeasing
performances often in the form
of traditional music and theater.
Every year the Kaguraden at
Kitaguchi Hongu Fuji Sengen Shrine
famously stages a torchlight Ono
performance featuring nationally
renowned Ono performers.

HIKING WITH HILSENDEGER
YAMANASHI TOP 100

Elevation: 1413m
Total hiking time: 2-3 hrs
Difficulty: Easy
Risk: Very Little
Caution: Stairs
may be slick
this time of
year. Ascend
with caution

A Word About Ishiwari
True to its name, Ishiwari or “Split Rock” is a striking
boulder with a large crack. In true Shinto tradition there
is a small shrine dedicated to it and It is believed that
walking through the crack three times clockwise will
bring you good fortune and lead to a happy life.

The first time I found myself on top of 石 割 山 Mt.
Ishiwariyama, I was lost, exhausted and had no idea how
to get home. What started off as a morning outing quickly
turned into an all day adventure as a couple of misread
signs led me to the village of Doshi. Since then, I have
become quite intimate with this hill and have used this trail
over 30 times in training for the Fuji Mountain Race and
other local events. It is great hike anytime of the year but I
am introducing it in this edition of the Reiho as its 1413m
peak is one of the least chilly in the area this time of year.
If the outstanding view of Lake Yamanaka and Mt. Fuji
weren’ t worth the price of admission, there is also a nice
little onsen (hot spring) waiting at the end of the day
START: Hirano Bus Stop in Yamanaka
・Follow Route 413 toward Doshi (5min)
・Notice red torii gate on left & ascend road next to it (20min)
・Notice large parking on left (stairs visible from parking lot)
・Ascend stairs to access hiking trail (Rest area at the top)
・Ascend hiking trail to access Ishiwari “Split Rock” (20min)
・Continue ascending to reach true summit (25min)

ACCESS

Mt. Ishiwariyama

Compiled by Trevor Hilsendeger

